We design a molecular Turing machine and determine the complexity of the problems solvable by molecular computers. In A94], a combinatorial molecular experiment to solve the NP-complete problem of Hamiltonian Path was proposed and implemented. Using our design, we show that such molecular computers can in fact compute PSPACE, under the generous assumptions implicit in A94]. Under stronger and somewhat more practical restrictions, which A94] fails to satisfy, we show that molecular computers are limited to solving problems in P.
Introduction
Molecular and quantum computers have recently been considered as alternatives to standard models such as Turing machines, PRAM's, or logical circuits S94, Si94, A94, B94]. Shor has shown that quantum computers can factor large numbers and calculate discrete logarithms in polynomial time, even though no known polynomial-time algorithm is known S94]. Adleman has proposed a molecular \computer" that solves the NPcomplete Hamiltonian Path problem through recombination of appropriately-constructed DNA fragments A94].
Such a molecular computing system is not universal, in the sense that it is a one-time experiment to derive a particular combinatorial solution to a particular sort of problem. Concurrently with the publication of Adleman's results, Gi ord writes, "At present, there is no known way of creating a synthetic universal system based on macromolecules." Gi94] We design a molecular Turing machine based on interactions among DNA molecules. Unlike the non-universal methods described in A94, B94], our methods specify a universal computing device capable of maintaining a state and memory and performing an inde nite number of transitions.
The computing device consists of a single DNA molecule. Moreover, the chemical mechanisms for state transitions permit parallel, heterogeneous, synchronized, computation. In other words, many di erent molecules, encoding many di erent machines in arbitrarily di erent con gurations, can be located in the same mixture and induced to undergo state transitions simultaneously.
Of particular interest to computational complexity theory is the question of whether such devices provide additional computing power, as seems to be the case for quantum computers. We give two precise answers. Under the generous model used in A94] to design molecular interactions that solve NP-complete problems, the answer is far more optimistic than suggested by the Hamiltonian Path problem: polynomial-step molecular computers compute PSPACE.
On the other hand, certain physical limitations suggest that the NP-complete result of A94] is not realistic. Under suitable additional restrictions, we show that polynomialstep molecular computers { including those used in A94] to \solve" Hamiltonian Path { compute P.
2 Recombinant DNA: A Primer Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) consists of four bases, denoted A (adenine), C (cytosine), G (guanine) and T (thymine). The chemical structure of these molecules causes a strong a nity between A and T, and likewise between C and G. When attached to deoxyribose, the bases form nucleotides that can be strung together (using the deoxyribose as a backbone) to form a long sequence of bases. The a nities between bases allow a long string to pair up with a complementary string, forming the well-known double helix that encodes all genes. Clearly, the double-helix stores information redundantly, since one strand determines the other.
In general, a single strand, say TAGCC, will pair up with its Watson-Crick complement, ATCGG, to form a double-stranded molecule, TAGCC ATCGG . Each string has distinct ends, the 5' and 3' ends (named for the positions at which the ribose backbone unit attaches to the next unit), giving it an orientation that complicates matters slightly: single strands line up in opposite directions. Speci cally, 5'-TAGCC-3' will pair up with 3'-ATCGG-5', but not with 5'-ATGCC-3'. Usually, we shall list sequences from 5' end to 3' end, but context usually resolves any ambiguity. For example, when one strand appears above another, e.g. TAGCC ATCGG , we take this to mean 5'-TAGCC-3' 3'-ATCGG-5' . Unlike the links between successive units (called nucleotides) in a strand, the bonds between di erent strands arise only from the a nities between the bases, not from chemical bonds. This means that double strands can be separated by heating, dissociating one strand from another without breaking the chemical bonds holding the nucleotides along a single strand together.
Nature provides several simple tools for manipulating sequences of DNA. Singlestranded DNA can be \copied" (actually, a complementary strand is formed) to form double-stranded DNA using DNA polymerase. It is possible to take advantage of this reaction to amplify the number of copies of a given molecule or a region of it exponentially, via the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). First, short primer sequences, complementary to the ends of the region to be ampli ed, are synthesized. Then, the double-stranded molecules are denatured and mixed with the primers, allowing the primers to anneal to the borders of the desired region. The region between two primers is then lled by copying, with the aid of DNA polymerase. Each of the two original single strands thus gives rise to a new double-stranded molecule, thereby doubling the number of molecules. By repeating, an exponential number of copies can be synthesized. Double-stranded DNA can be cut by restriction endonucleases (RE's), enzymes produced by bacteria to combat other life forms. RE's cut double-strands at particular 6-base patterns (a few cut patterns of other lengths), cleaving the double-stranded molecules unevenly. For example, BamHI cuts GGATCC CCTAGG into G CCTAG GATCC G . Each half of the split molecule thus has a short, single-stranded end, sticky in the sense that it readily pairs up again with the complementary sequence. This not only permits the two ends to pair up again, it allows them to combine with other complementary ends produced by cleavage at other sites. In a mixture containing many di erent kinds of fragments, each having ends of G CCTAG or GATCC G produced by cleavage using BamHI, a myriad of new molecules can be formed by various recombinations among the fragments. (Strictly speaking, once such ends come together, the ribose backbone is not chemically joined, but DNA ligase can then be used to seal such \nicks.")
The number of patterns recognized by RE's is reasonable but nite, limiting their application to general computing somewhat. Since sequences of DNA can be synthesized to order, this constraint is not burdensome. That is, we are free to synthesize short strings that do not necessarily correspond to the sticky ends produced by RE cleavage, yet which perform the function of selective pairing and recombination just the same.
A nity puri cation permits single strands containing a given subsequence s to be ltered out from a heterogeneous pool of other strands. After synthesizing strands complementary to s and attaching them to magnetic beads, the heterogeneous solution is passed through the beads. Those strands containing s anneal to the complementary sequence and are retained. Strands not containing s pass through without being retained.
We will simplify matters by assuming that the strength of the attraction between A and T is the same as that between C and G. Moreover, we presume that annealing is done gradually, so that longer alignments are generally formed in preference to shorter alignments. As noted above, higher temperatures can be used to denature the strands; thus we assume that lowering the temperature gradually allows enough time for the longer matches to \ nd" one another, before a lower temperature allows the weaker attractions between shorter matches to overcome thermal e ects and form a stable pairing. To allow su cient time, we require the molecules and patterns to be of reasonable (polynomial) length.
DNA molecules can also be separated by length, using gel electrophoresis. The molecules are placed at the top of a wet gel, to which an electric eld is applied, drawing them to the bottom. Larger molecules travel more slowly through the gel. After a period, the molecules spread out into distinct bands according to size. One way to detect the presence of molecules is to label them radioactively and apply lm to the side of the gel; the lm becomes exposed where the molecules are located. Markers of known lengths can be placed in other lanes in the gel to identify the position of molecules of a given length, should it be necessary. Molecules can be recovered from the gel and used in further experiments. Because resolution is limited, we again require the molecules to be of reasonable (polynomial) length.
We therefore assume the following tools, not all of which will be necessary: 1. ampli cation of regions bordered by chosen subsequences; 2. synthesis of a desired polynomial-length strand; 3. recombination of strands with complementary sticky ends; 4. separation of molecules according to length; 5. detection of molecules of a given length. 
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A Molecular Computer
The mechanisms for solving Hamiltonian Path in A94, B94] are essentially searches performed in a combinatorially-explosive search space. While they apparently permit the solution of NP-complete problems, they are incapable of inde nitely continued computation and do not represent universal computers. They are \reprogrammable" only in the sense that any NP problem can be recoded as an instance of Hamiltonian Path to be solved by such combinatorial methods. Once an answer is derived, the experiment is complete; further instances must be solved by starting anew, from scratch.
We design a Turing machine consisting of a single DNA molecule. The DNA molecule encodes a con guration of the Turing machine, including the current state, head position, and tape contents. State transitions are induced by a series of steps described below, designed to permit a multitude of di erent machines in the same solution to be operated simultaneously.
Let M be a Turing machine, namely a tuple (Q; ; ; s) where Q is a state set containing start state s and halt state h, is a nite alphabet (without loss of generality, f0; 1; #g), and : Q ! Q fL; Rg is a transition function. (See, e.g., LP81].) We encode states and symbols using an alphabet of nucleotides fA,C,G,Tg. Let To achieve this using the Subst primitive, the solution is further separated according to the symbol ?? at position i?2, which, along with the previously determined symbol + at position i+1, forms the borders of the substituted string. A similar process is followed if the transition is a right-move (see Fig. 4) . A single molecule can store vast amounts of information along its length. Although the procedure considers a nontrivial number of cases, the number of cases is negligible in relation to the information storage capacity of a single molecule.
More importantly, however, the procedure is designed to accomodate a heterogeneous solution { namely, one containing di erent molecules encoding various con gurations of tape contents, tape head positions, and current states. Although the solution is separated according to state and location of tape head, each group of molecules classi ed in this manner can still be vastly heterogeneous, since the remaining symbols on the tape are entirely unconstrained. Thus, it is not necessary to treat each molecule independently, according to the unique con guration it encodes.
The massive parallelism achieved by this theoretical procedure surpasses that of A94].
For example, any nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine M can be simulated by creating an initial group of molecules, each of whose tape contains a (random) pre x encoding a di erent sequence of nondeterministic choices, along with a given input, x. LetM be a deterministic machine that simulates M using the nondeterministic pre x to determine the simulated transitions. After a polynomial number of iterations of the described procedure based on the nite control ofM, those molecules containing a 1 in tape position 1 can be separated using beads attached to Enc(1; 1). If such molecules are detected, then x 2 L(M); otherwise, x 6 2 L(M).
In fact, such unconstrained parallelism allows us to perform any PSPACE computa- 4 Computing PSPACE Let M be a deterministic Turing machine that, on input x = x 1 x 2 : : :x n , uses a polynomial number S(n) of tape squares. We now show how to simulate a computation of M using only a polynomial number of steps, even though M can take exponential time to halt.
Our construction is founded on the techniques of x3. Instead of encoding a single con guration, each molecule will initially encode a pair of con gurations, and later, a pair of pairs of con gurations. By splitting and recombining these molecules in a particular fashion, the nal con guration of M's computation will be generated in a polynomial number of steps. The process includes three phases: 1. initialization of pairs of pairs of con gurations; 2. repeated computation to simulate longer derivations; 3. isolation of pairs representing initial state and halted con guration.
Initialization
Each con guration encodes the state, tape head location, and tape contents of M. In contrast to x3, we denote state q reading at position i by Enc(q; i)Enc( ; i + 1) rather than Enc(q; i)Enc( ; i), to facilitate treating Enc(q; i) no di erently than other symbols. Let s = S(n) + 1, to cover enough space to encode M's state and S(n)-sized tape. We reserve special symbols \:" and \#" to delimit con gurations, and we revise Enc() so that Enc(#; 2s + 2) contains the BamHI site, GGATCC, while no other encoding contains this site. A pair of con gurations will be encoded as C 1 : C 2 , and a pair of pairs as C 1 : C 2 #C 3 : C 4 . Let C denote the con guration produced from C by applying one state transition. Initialization follows four steps:
1.1. construct pairs of con gurations of the form C : 0 s ; 1.2. convert these to pairs of the form C : C; 1.3. convert these to pairs of the form C : C;
1.4. add restriction enzyme sites (described below).
Con gurations C : 0 s
We employ the methods of A94] to produce various combinations of fragments representing symbols or states. Let g(a; b; i) be the right half of Enc(a; i) followed by the left half of Enc(b; i+1); then g(a; b; i) can be used to \glue" together Enc(a; i) and Enc(b; i+1). For i = 1::s, do the following, separately for each i. De ne A i = Q and A j = for j 6 = i. Also de ne A s+1 = f:g. For j = 1::s, and for all 2 A j , synthesize single-stranded Enc( ; j). This produces pieces for a random con guration with tape head in position i.
For j = 1::s, for all 2 A j , and for all 2 A j+1 , synthesize g( ; ; j). This produces the \glue" to put these pieces together in order, including a sticky end that will connect to a \:" in position s + 1. Finally, mix these together, allow annealing and seal with ligase. The various con gurations with tape head in location i will be formed. 
Restriction Enzyme Sites
We modify the preceding steps slightly to construct molecules containing the BamHI site GGATCC at one end or the other. In version A, the right-end fragments Enc(0; 2s + 1) in x4.1.1 are replaced by Enc(0; 2s + 1)Enc(#; 2s + 2). (Recall that Enc(#; 2s + 2) was required to contain the BamHI site.) In version B, the fragments are renumbered to be in positions 2s + 3 through 4s + 3. The left-end fragments Enc( ; 2s + 2) are pre xed by Enc(#; 2s + 1).
Steps 1, 2, and 3 are performed separately for each version, and the resulting molecules are copied and ampli ed using PCR, resulting in double-stranded C : C# and #C : C; rather than just C : C.
Reaching the Final Con guration
A S(n) space-bounded Turing machine must halt within T(n) = O((jQj j j) S(n) ) steps, or else it will cycle. We determine the con guration of M after T(n) steps by a form of \pointer jumping" or \transitive closure" algorithm. Without loss of generality, assume that M halts with its tape head at the left end of M's tape. Apply the retained initial-con guration molecules from the previous step to beads connected to Enc(h; s + 2), thereby retaining molecules of the form C : T C#C : T C, where where C is an initial con guration containing input x and T C represents a halted con guration of M on input x. Since M is deterministic, these molecules are identical.
The output of M can be read using beads attached to Enc(0; s + 3). If M's answer is 0, then the nal con gurations will be retained. If M's answer is 1, then the nal con gurations will be passed. (More general outputs are straightforward to read in this manner.) 5 More Restrictive Assumptions Give P A researcher reasonably well-versed in molecular biology and computer science can easily imagine many alternative ways to achieve the ends described above. But all techniques, wherever they lie on the spectrum from implementable to pure Gedanken, are ultimately chained by the same practical restriction: massive parallelism is not exponential parallelism.
As noted in B94], the solution of NP-complete problems through exponential search is misleading, since each candidate is represented by a molecule, requiring an exponential number of molecules. If the pairing between nucleotides is to occur, information must be able to traverse the region containing the experiment in reasonable { polynomial { time. Thus, the volume of the experiment must be polynomial. A superpolynomial number of molecules cannot be compressed into polynomial volume (not, at least, without leading physical problems that obviate the utility of the nucleotide pairing). In fact, a polynomialtime Turing machine can trace each molecule in a given polynomial-step experiment, since there are at most polynomially-many within a polynomial volume, and thus at most polynomial pairings in a given step.
Thus, assuming that all possible recombinations occur is only realistic for reasonably small experiments. The massive parallelism needed to solve NP or PSPACE problems is not available at larger scales.
If such an assumption is indeed made, then as shown in x4, there is no need to stop at NP; we can in fact solve PSPACE problems.
If such an assumption is not made, then the results of A94, B94] and x4 fail to scale and are ultimately inapplicable.
It is important to note, however, that our description of a molecular-scale Turing machine in x3 is independent of such assumptions. That is, it remains the case that one or several machines can be operated, even though it is impractical to run exponentiallymany.
Conclusions
We have shown how to construct a molecular-scale Turing machine, thereby achieving universal computation on a molecular scale { as opposed to special-purpose, combinatorial problem solving { for the rst time Gi94]. If exponential parallelism is permitted, as implicitly implied in A94], then our construction allows not just NP but indeed PSPACE computations to be executed using a polynomial number of steps. It is open to determine whether this bound is tight.
If exponential parallelism is rejected, then the solutions of Hamiltonian Path in A94, B94] must be rejected along with the PSPACE computations. In fact, all polymomial-step computations are then solvable in polynomial time on a Turing machine.
Our construction is immune to such assumptions. That is, we can can operate a single universal molecular computer, or several independent, synchronized universal computers in parallel. While packing an exponential number of such computers into a small volume is impossible, the size of these molecular computers enables miniaturization on vastly tinier scale than that from any envisionable circuit design. While the overhead of our methods is obviously prohibitive, our results suggest concretely for the rst time that vast speedups from universal computing on the molecular scale are conceivable.
